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From themes such as "weapons of mass distraction" to subliminal messages of attraction and

desire, Agent Provocateur's shop windows are well known for beingÂ dramatic and daring. This very

intimate shopping experience has achieved notoriety through stunning and stimulating window

displays, which have become famous worldwide. Enzo Peccinotti's photography is matched with

quotes fromÂ a host of famous names,Â including Vivienne Westwood, Debbie Harry, Mario

Testino, Kate Moss, and theÂ Editrice of Erotic Review, all responding to the delectable displays, in

this stimulating look at these erotic exhibitions.Â Celebrating the variedÂ window

displays&#151;from Slumber PartyÂ to Leather Maid&#151;of a cutting-edgeÂ establishmentÂ once

threatened by policeÂ with the 18th-century Obscene Displays Act,Â this arousingÂ collection of

images powerfully celebratesÂ the female body and sexual attraction.
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While walking down Boston's Newbury Street on my way to one of the art galleries or other unique

stores that line that quaint 19th century shopping Mecca thoroughfare, my mind is often a million

miles away. Then I'll suddenly come face to face with a really edgy, erotic window display for the

lingerie store "Agent Provocateur." When my mind suddenly focuses on the kinky eye candy

characters of whatever little mysterious story that is being told by the window art, I know I've passed

the gallery I was planning to stop at. After checking out the theme of the story being told in the



window display, I back track to the gallery. Earlier today it happened again. This time I decided to

stick my head into the shop's door and compliment whoever is responsible for their attention

grabbing window art. Today I was met by not one, but three lovely model-like sales women. I told

them I'd only stopped by to compliment them on their very original window art. I just wanted

whoever was responsible for designing it to know that their efforts were appreciated. One of the

sales women thanked me, but said that the well-known British store chain was actually world

famous for it's window designs. They had even published a book about it. That's how I came to buy

a copy of this book. It's not an example of Macy's legendary G-Rated Christmas Window Displays

and even Victoria's Secret, which is located down the street pales by comparison to the

attractiveness and interest generated by the "Agent Provocateur" window displays. People come

back to the shop time and time again just to stare mesmerized at the window displays. Single

people often return with their "special" friends to share the fantasy.
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